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AGLC110068 REV0918

Monthly Premium*
Guaranteed Issue Whole Life (GIWL)

*Monthly premium amounts include $24 annual policy fee.

As of 09/14/2018

ISSUE 
AGE

FACE AMOUNTS

MALE 1 FEMALE 1

$5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000 $5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000

50  $26.96  $51.92  $76.89  $101.85  $126.81  $18.92  $35.83  $52.74  $73.93  $91.91 

51  $27.36  $52.73  $78.09  $103.45  $128.81  $19.34  $36.68  $54.02  $79.33  $98.66 

52  $27.82  $53.63  $79.45  $108.75  $135.44  $20.00  $37.99  $55.98  $83.93  $104.42 

53  $28.22  $54.44  $80.66  $114.96  $143.20  $20.97  $39.93  $58.90  $88.14  $109.67 

54  $28.68  $55.36  $82.04  $120.36  $149.95  $21.84  $41.67  $61.51  $91.94  $114.42 

55  $29.45  $56.90  $84.35  $125.17  $155.96  $22.62  $43.23  $63.85  $95.34  $118.68 

56  $30.27  $58.55  $86.82  $128.77  $160.46  $23.49  $44.98  $66.47  $99.15  $123.43 

57  $31.00  $60.01  $89.01  $131.97  $164.46  $24.17  $46.34  $68.50  $102.15  $127.19 

58  $31.65  $61.31  $90.96  $134.77  $167.97  $24.86  $47.72  $70.58  $105.15  $130.94 

59  $32.10  $62.21  $92.31  $136.78  $170.47  $25.50  $49.00  $72.50  $107.95  $134.44 

60  $32.58  $63.17  $93.75  $138.18  $172.22  $26.01  $50.02  $74.03  $110.15  $137.19 

61  $34.77  $67.54  $100.31  $148.39  $184.98  $27.52  $53.04  $78.56  $116.76  $145.45 

62  $36.97  $71.94  $106.91  $157.99  $196.99  $28.90  $55.80  $82.70  $122.76  $152.96 

63  $39.08  $76.16  $113.24  $167.20  $208.50  $30.09  $58.19  $86.28  $127.97  $159.46 

64  $41.10  $80.21  $119.31  $176.01  $219.51  $31.00  $60.01  $89.01  $131.97  $164.46 

65  $43.08  $84.15  $125.23  $184.61  $230.27  $31.78  $61.57  $91.35  $135.37  $168.72 

66  $44.81  $87.63  $130.44  $192.22  $239.78  $33.40  $64.79  $96.19  $142.38  $177.48 

67  $46.33  $90.66  $134.98  $198.83  $248.03  $34.73  $67.45  $100.18  $148.19  $184.73 

68  $47.75  $93.49  $139.24  $205.03  $255.79  $35.96  $69.91  $103.87  $153.59  $191.49 

69  $48.99  $95.98  $142.96  $210.43  $262.54  $37.16  $72.32  $107.47  $158.79  $197.99 

70  $50.09  $98.18  $146.27  $215.24  $268.55  $38.26  $74.52  $110.78  $163.60  $204.00 

71  $54.59  $107.17  $159.75  $234.85  $293.07  $41.93  $81.85  $121.77  $179.61  $224.01 

72  $58.99  $115.98  $172.96  $254.07  $317.09  $45.42  $88.83  $132.24  $194.82  $243.03 

73  $63.12  $124.24  $185.36  $272.08  $339.60  $48.76  $95.52  $142.28  $209.43  $261.29 

74  $66.97  $131.95  $196.92  $288.90  $360.62  $51.83  $101.66  $151.50  $222.84  $278.06 

75  $70.28  $138.55  $206.83  $303.31  $378.64  $54.59  $107.17  $159.75  $234.85  $293.07 

76  $81.97  $161.93  $241.89  $354.35  $442.44  $62.38  $122.76  $183.13  $268.88  $335.60 

77  $93.20  $184.41  $275.61  $403.39  $503.74  $69.73  $137.45  $205.18  $300.91  $375.63 

78  $103.98  $205.96  $307.95  $450.43  $562.53  $76.60  $151.20  $225.81  $330.93  $413.16 

79  $114.31  $226.62  $338.93  $495.46  $618.83  $83.02  $164.05  $245.07  $358.95  $448.19 

80  $124.22  $246.44  $368.66  $538.70  $672.87  $88.71  $175.42  $262.13  $383.77  $479.22 

81  $127.59  $253.19  $378.78  $553.79  $691.74  $90.69  $179.39  $268.08  $392.76  $490.45 

82  $131.19  $260.38  $389.57  $569.87  $711.84  $92.83  $183.66  $274.49  $402.46  $502.57 

83  $145.08  $288.16  $431.23  $631.29  $788.61  $95.83  $189.65  $283.48  $415.92  $519.39 

84  $151.97  $301.93  $451.90  $661.90  $826.87  $98.17  $194.33  $290.49  $426.51  $532.63 

85  $158.91  $315.82  $472.73  $692.70  $865.38  $100.53  $199.06  $297.59  $437.18  $545.98 


